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FRoDO: Fraud Resilient Device for Off-line
micro-payments
Vanesa Daza, Roberto Di Pietro, Flavio Lombardi, and Matteo Signorini
Abstract—Credit and debit card data theft is one of the earliest forms of cybercrime. Still, it is one of the most common nowadays. Attackers often
aim at stealing such customer data by targeting the Point of Sale (for short, PoS) system, i.e. the point at which a retailer first acquires customer data.
Modern PoS systems are powerful computers equipped with a card reader and running specialized software. Increasingly often, user devices are
leveraged as input to the PoS. In these scenarios, malware that can steal card data as soon as they are read by the device has flourished. As such, in
cases where customer and vendor are persistently or intermittently disconnected from the network, no secure on-line payment is possible. This paper
describes FRoDO, a secure off-line micro-payment solution that is resilient to PoS data breaches. Our solution improves over up to date approaches
in terms of flexibility and security. To the best of our knowledge, FRoDO is the first solution that can provide secure fully off-line payments while being
resilient to all currently known PoS breaches. In particular, we detail FRoDO architecture, components, and protocols. Further, a thorough analysis of
FRoDO functional and security properties is provided, showing its effectiveness and viability.
Index Terms—mobile secure payment, architecture, protocols, cybercrime, fraud-resilience.
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I NTRODUCTION

Market analysts have predicted that mobile payments will
overtake the traditional marketplace, thus providing greater convenience to consumers and new sources of revenue to many
companies [1]. This scenario produces a shift in purchase methods
from classic credit cards to new approaches such as mobile-based
payments, giving new market entrants novel business chances.
Widely supported by recent hardware, mobile payment technology is still at its early stages of evolution but it is expected
to rise in the near future as demonstrated by the growing interest
in crypto-currencies. The first pioneering micro-payment scheme,
was proposed by Rivest and Shamir (see Payword [2]) back in
1996. Nowadays, crypto-currencies and decentralized payment
systems (e.g. Bitcoin [3]) are increasingly popular, fostering a
shift from physical to digital currencies. However, such payment
techniques are not yet commonplace, due to several unresolved
issues, including a lack of widely-accepted standards, limited
interoperability among systems and, most importantly, security.
1.1

PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES

Over the last years, several retail organizations have been victims
of information security breaches and payment data theft targeting
consumer payment card data and Personally Identifiable Information (PII) [4], [5].
Although PoS breaches are declining [4], they still remain an
extremely lucrative endeavor for criminals [6]. Customer data can
be used by cybercriminals for fraudulent operations, and this led
the payment card industry security standards council to establish
data security standards for all those organizations that handle
credit, debit, and ATM cardholder information. Regardless of the
structure of the electronic payment system, PoS systems always
handle critical information and, oftentimes, they also require
remote management [7].
Usually, as depicted in Figure 1, PoS systems act as gateways
and require some sort of network connection in order to contact
external credit card processors. This is mandatory to validate
transactions. However, larger businesses that wish to tie their
PoSes with other back-end systems may connect the former to

Customer Device
(sends a payment request)

Fig. 1: Payment authorization stages

their own internal networks. In addition, to reduce cost and
simplify administration and maintenance, PoS devices may be
remotely managed over these internal networks. However, a network connection might not be available due to either a temporary
network service disruption or due to a permanent lack of network
coverage. Last, but not least, such on-line solutions are not very
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efficient since remote communication can introduce delays in the
payment process.
Most PoS attacks can be attributed to organized criminal
groups [4]. Brute forcing remote access connections and using
stolen credentials remain the primary vectors for PoS intrusions.
However, recent developments show the resurgence of RAMscraping malware [5], [6]. Such attacks, once such malware is
installed on a PoS terminal, can monitor the system and look for
transaction data in plain-text, i.e. before it is encrypted.
1.2

The solution proposed in this work overcomes the limitations
introduced above and brings further improvements:
•

CONTRIBUTION

This paper introduces and discusses FRoDO, a secure off-line
micro-payment approach using multiple physical unclonable functions. FRoDO features an identity element to authenticate the
customer, and a coin element where coins are not locally stored,
but are computed on-the-fly when needed. The communication
protocol used for the payment transaction does not directly read
customer coins. Instead, the vendor only communicates with the
identity element in order to identify the user. This simplification
alleviates the communication burden with the coin element that
affected our previous approach (see Section 2). The main benefit is
a simpler, faster, and more secure interaction between the involved
actors/entities. Among other properties, this two-steps protocol
allows the bank or the coin element issuer to design digital coins
to be read only by a certain identity element, i.e. by a specific user.
Furthermore, the identity element used to improve the security of
the users can also be used to thwart malicious users. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first solution that can provide secure
fully off-line payments while being resilient to all currently known
PoS breaches.

2

at threatening customer sensitive data (see Table 1), thus being
vulnerable to many advanced attack techniques (see Table 4).

•

RELATED WORK

Mobile payment solutions proposed so far can be classified as fully
on-line [8], [9], [10], [11], semi off-line [12], [13], weak off-line
[14], [15] or fully off-line [16], [17], [18]. The main issue with a
fully off-line approach is the difficulty of checking the trustworthiness of a transaction without a trusted third party. In fact, keeping
track of past transactions with no available connection to external
parties or shared databases can be quite difficult, as it is difficult
for a vendor to check if some digital coins have already been
spent. This is the main reason why during last few years, many
different approaches have been proposed to provide a reliable offline payment scheme. Although many works have been published,
they all focused on transaction anonymity and coin unforgeability.
However, previous solutions lack a thorough security analysis.
While they focus on theoretical attacks, discussion on real world
attacks such as skimmers, scrapers and data vulnerabilities is
missing.
As regards physical unclonable functions [19], a key component of our solution, other applications on banking scenarios
have already been proposed in the past [20]. However such strong
functions are generally used for authentication purposes only. As
such, they only guarantee that data has been computed on the right
device but they cannot provide any proof about the trustworthiness
of the data itself.
It is worth mentioning here our previous work called FORCE
[8] that, similarly to FRoDO, was built using a PUF-based architecture. FORCE provided a weak prevention strategy based on data
obfuscation and did not address the most relevant attacks aimed

•

Architecture: differently from [8], that used a single hardware component, in the FRoDO approach a coin element
is used to read digital coins in a trusted way, while an
identity element is leveraged to tie a specific coin element
to a specific user/device. This new design provides a twofactor authentication to the customer. In fact, by linking a
coin element to an identity element, it will not be possible for
a malicious user to steal and use coins that belong to other
users. A specific coin element can be read only by a specific
identity element (i.e. by a specific device). Furthermore,
whereas in [8] physical unclonable functions were used only
to authenticate accesses to the scratch card, FRoDO can make
use of multiple physical unclonable functions to authenticate
both an identity element and a coin element.
One of the most relevant differences between [8] and FRoDO
is the technology used to compute digital coins. FORCE [8]
used a read-once memory to randomly store digital coins and
a physical unclonable function to recover their layout. This
approach has been proven resilient against casual fraudsters.
However, FORCE is vulnerable to advanced attacks based on
the exfiltration of sensitive data when they are in transit or at
rest (see Section 6.3). To mitigate such threats FRoDO does
not use persistent memories at all but an erasable physical
unclonable function.(details in Section 5.1);
Protocol: while in [8] the vendor had to directly interact
with the coin card, in FRoDO the vendor only interacts with
the identity element. Such an element identifies a user (i.e.
his device) and has the burden to communicate with the coin
element. This new approach provides a number of advantages
with respect to FORCE. On the one hand, customers’ privacy
protection is enhanced as the vendor device is not aware of
the amount and size of the digital coins written into the coin
element. The vendor just sends a payment request message
containing the required amount of money. It is the identity
element that will locally and internally interact with the coin
element to check for fund availability. On the other hand,
this new design provides seamless and faster transactions. In
fact, just one message is sent from the vendor to the customer
and another one is sent back from the customer to the vendor
containing all the required digital coins, if available. All other
messages exchanged during the payment protocol will be
managed internally inside the customer device.
Furthermore, differently from our preliminary work [8], in
FRoDO digital coins are directly computed in hardware
by challenging the erasable PUF rather than being built in
software. This avoids the usage of memories in the coin
reconstruction process, thus mitigating any chance of attacks
based on data vulnerabilities;
Security Properties: differently from [8], the double-step
communication protocol between the identity and the coin
element allows, on the one hand, a bank/coin element issuer
to design digital coins that can be read only by a certain identity element, i.e. by a specific user/device. This means that
even though the coin element is lost or stolen by an attacker,
such an element will not work without the associated identity
element —hence providing a two-factor authentication for
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each transaction. On the other hand, the identity element
can be used to thwart fraudsters. If an identity element is
considered malicious and it is blacklisted, no matter which is
the coin element used in the transaction, all payment requests
will be rejected.
Whilst in [8] the physical unclonable function was used
only to authenticate core elements of the architecture, in this
improved version multiple physical unclonable functions are
also used to allow all the elements to interact in a secure way
(as described in Section 5.2)

3 BACKGROUND
Payment transactions are usually processed by an electronic payment system (for short, EPS). The EPS is a separate function from
the typical point of sale function, although the EPS and the PoS
system could be co-located on the same machine. In general, the
EPS performs all payment processing, while the PoS system is the
tool used by the cashier or consumer [21].
3.1

POS SYSTEM BREACHES

Attacks against PoS systems in mature environments are typically
multi-staged [22]. First, the attacker must gain access to the
victim’s network (this step is called infiltration). Usually, they gain
access to an associated network and not directly to the card-holder
data environment. They must then traverse the network (this step is
called propagation), ultimately gaining access to the PoS systems.
Next, they install malicious software in order to steal data from the
compromised systems (this step is called aggregation). As the PoS
system is unlikely to have external network access, the stolen data
is then typically sent to an internal backoffice server (see Figure 2)
waiting for the attacker to be back (this step is called exfiltration).

Fig. 2: Point of Sale architecture
PoS system network-level hacking can be rendered possible by
exploiting shared connections, open networks, or by cracking the
password of the merchant’s network. However, networks can be
monitored and protected against malicious activities [23]. Network
infiltration is just one of the many sophisticated attack methods.
In addition, a successful server breach will give attackers access
not only to a single PoS system or to a network of PoS systems in
a single location but, depending on the architecture, possibly to all
PoS systems controlled by the retailer, even in multiple locations.
Regardless of the adopted EPS model, the payment process is
composed of two main processing phases, the authorization and
the settlement. The authorization (see Figure 1) is the state of the
payment process where the purchase is verified and finalized. The

settlement comprises all actions happening after the authorization
stage. Even though the data processed at this stage is not as
valuable as the data processed during the authorization stage, it
still contains sensitive data such as the amount of money spent
within the transaction. Such information is relevant to customer
privacy and thus it has to be protected.
3.2

POS DEVICE BREACHES

PoS devices can be considered the most important entities in
an electronic payment system and are normally “guarded” by
employees during operating hours. However, it is still possible
for an attacker to inject malware into the PoS or even to replace it
with a fake/malicious device. In fact, many all-in-one PoS systems
are based on general purpose operating systems. As such, they are
susceptible to a wide variety of attack scenarios which could lead
to large scale data breaches.
All the attacks described so far require the PoS to be connected
to a network in order for the attacker to break into the payment
system and infect either the PoS itself or a specific component
within the EPS. However, as already introduced in Section 2, EPS
can also be fully off-line. In this scenario, no data is going to
leave the PoS and there is no way to infect the PoS. As such,
breaches based on network-level hacking cannot be unleashed.
However, data processed by the PoS can still be eavesdropped by
having physical access to the PoS itself or by exploiting device
vulnerabilities. In Section 4 a description of the possible breaches
threatening PoS systems will be provided.

4 THREAT MODELS
Table 1 depicts the most relevant attacks and attacker models
that have been analyzed in this work. As such, it shows both the
attacks that can be unleashed against the customer device or the
transaction protocol, and the attacks aimed at threaten customer
sensitive data.
Based on the capabilities and on the amount of devices that
can be accessed during the attack, a taxonomy of the attackers is
first introduced as follows:
• Collector: this is an external attacker able to eavesdrop and
alter messages being exchanged between the customer and
the vendor device;
• Malicious Customer: (M. Customer) this is an internal
attacker that can either physically open the customer device
to eavesdrop sensitive information or inject malicious code
within the customer device in order to alter its behavior;
• Malicious Vendor: (M. Vendor) it is an internal attacker that
can either eavesdrop information from the vendor device or
inject malicious code in it in order to alter its behavior;
• Ubiquitous: this is an internal attacker with complete access
to all the involved devices.
In FRoDO no restrictions are made on the capabilities of the
attacker that is always considered as ubiquitous.
4.1

ATTACK METHODS

Only a subset of the attacks listed in Table 1 represents real
dangers in a fully off-line scenario. In fact, in such a scenario
only vendor and customer devices are involved in the transaction
and no connection to the external world is provided. In Figure 3
a general picture of all possible PoS system threats is given. It is
clear from the picture that, no matter what the environment and the
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Skimmers: in this attack, the customer input device that
belongs to the PoS system is replaced with a fake one in order
to capture customer’s card data. As an example, input devices
can be either physically replaced or directly purchased with
vulnerable or misconfigured software [24];
Scrapers: in this attack, a malware is installed within the PoS
system in order to steal customer’s card data. As an example,
cybercriminals can infect the system using phishing attacks.
However, in some other cases, the malware is installed with
the help of an insider or via a backdoor. RAM scrapers work
by examining the list of processes that are running on the PoS
system and by inspecting the memory for customer’s card
data such as account numbers and expiration dates. Then,
they usually encrypt and store the stolen data somewhere
on the PoS network until they can be exfiltrated. Just like
standard viruses, PoS malwares do not have a single, welldefined, taxonomy. However, some PoS malware families
have been described and identified so far such as Alina,
Dexter, vSkimmer, FYSNA, Decebel and BlackPOS [5], [25];
Forced off-line authorization: in this scenario, the attacker
exploits a DoS attack to force the PoS system to go off-line.
By doing so, the attacker will force the payment card data to
be locally processed. This means that any data read from the
card will be locally decrypted and verified, thus creating an
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Server
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D
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TABLE 1: Transaction and data attacks that can be unleashed by
each attacker model.

•

Access Point

A

"
"
"
"

architectural design of the EPS are (boxes 1, 2 and 3), customer
data needs at some point to be sent back to the bank or to the coin
element issuer. This means that the data read from the customer’s
card can be stolen within the card reader (label A), within the cash
register or backoffice server (label D), while in transit between the
devices (label B) or while in transit to the bank (label C).
Off-line scenarios are harder to protect. In these cases, customer data is kept within the PoS for much longer time, thus
being more exposed to attackers. In fact, many different ways to
exploit PoS vulnerabilities and steal customer’s data exist:

C

Payment Server

Terminal

D
Cash Register

Fig. 3: PoS system threats. Red triangles, labeled A, B, C, and
D, identify where customer card data can be stolen. Numbers
(1,2,3) represent a fully on-line, on-line and off-line payment
architectures, respectively.

•

opportunity for the attacker to easily collect all the required
information [21];
Software vulnerabilities: payment applications themselves
are also vulnerable to several attacks. In Application Programming Interface (for short, API) attacks, lack of access control systems is exploited to retrieve sensitive card
data. Disassembling techniques are also used either to alter
firmwares/softwares or to replace them with malicious functionalities. Many other attacks such as spoofing, sniffing and
input hooking [26] are also used by attackers and each one of
them exploits some payment software vulnerabilities.

With respect to PoS data vulnerabilities, there are three specific
attacks that have to be analyzed:
•

•

•

Data in memory: the target of this attack is card data that
is feed into the PoS system by some input device. One way
to avoid such attack is by encrypting the card data as soon
as possible and by keeping it encrypted as long as possible
through its life within the system;
Data in transit: the target of this attack is the data that
is exchanged between all the entities of the system that
processes customer’s data. Even in fully off-line electronic
payment systems, this attack is still available. In fact, a
payment system is usually composed by two or more elements and card data is exchanged between all of them. The
technologies that are normally used for addressing the data
in transit vulnerability include SSL, TLS and, IPsec [21];
Data at rest: the target of this attack is the card data stored
in non-volatile memories within the system. The only way to
avoid such kind of attack is to avoid any data storage at all
[21].
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Acronym
APD
API
CRP
EPS
FIB
IC
IPsec
PII
PoS
PUF
SPP
SSL
TLS
TPM
TTP

Meaning
Avalanche PhotoDiode
Application Programming Interface
Challenge-Response Pair
Electronic Payment System
Focused Ion Beam
Integrated Circuit
Internet Protocol Security
Personal Identifiable Information
Point of Sale
Physical Unclonable Function
Simple Pairing Protocol
Secure Sockets Layer
Transport Layer Security
Trusted Platform Module
Trusted Third Party

TABLE 2: Most relevant acronyms used in this paper

Now that all the data breaches and attacks models have been
described, it is possible to introduce our solution. After the
description of both the architecture (see Section 5.1) and the
protocol (see Section 5.2) being used, in Section 6.2 it will be
shown how FRoDO is the first solution able to provide a fraud
resilient off-line micro-payment scheme. For the sake of clarity,
Table 2 summarizes all acronyms used throughout this paper.

5

PROPOSED MODEL

The solution proposed in this work, FRoDO, is based on strong
physical unclonable functions [27], [28] but does not require any
pre-computed challenge-response pair [29]. Physical Unclonable
Functions (for short, PUFs) were introduced by Ravikanth [29] in
2001. He showed that, due to manufacturing process variations,
every transistor in an integrated circuit has slightly different
physical properties that lead to measurable differences in terms
of electronic properties. Since these process variations are not
controllable during manufacturing, the physical properties of a
device cannot be copied or cloned. As such, they are unique to
that device and can be used for authentication purposes.
FRoDO is the first solution that neither requires trusted third
parties, nor bank accounts, nor trusted devices to provide resiliency against frauds based on data breaches in a fully off-line
electronic payment systems. Furthermore, by allowing FRoDO
customers to be free from having a bank account, makes it also
particularly interesting as regards to privacy. In fact, digital coins
used in FRoDO are just a digital version of real cash and, as such,
they are not linked to anybody else than the holder of both the
identity and the coin element.
Differently from other payment solutions based on tamperproof hardware, FRoDO assumes that only the chips built upon
PUFs can take advantage from the tamper evidence feature. As a
consequence, our assumptions are much less restrictive than other
approaches.
As depicted in Figure 4, FRoDO can be applied to any scenario
composed of a payer/customer device and a payee/vendor device.
All involved devices can be tweaked by an attacker and are
considered untrusted except from a storage device, that we assume
is kept physically secure by the vendor.
Furthermore, it is important to highlight that FRoDO has been
designed to be a secure and reliable encapsulation scheme of
digital coins. This makes FRoDO also applicable to multiple-bank
scenarios. Indeed, as for credit and debit cards where trusted third

Fig. 4: FRoDO model

parties (for short, TTPs) such as card issuers guarantee the validity
of the cards, some common standard convention can be used in
FRoDO to make banks able to produce and sell their own coin
element. Any bank will then be capable of verifying digital coins
issued by other banks by requiring banks and vendors to agree on
the same standard formats.
FRoDO does not require any special hardware component
apart from the identity and the coin element that can be either
plugged into the customer device or directly embedded into the
device. Similarly to secure elements, both the identity and the coin
element can be considered tamper-proof devices with a secure
storage and execution environment for sensitive data. Thus, as
defined in the ISO7816-4 standard, both of them can be accessed
via some APIs while maintaining the desired security and privacy
level. Such software components (i.e. APIs) are not central to the
security of our solution and can be easily and constantly updated.
This renders infrastructure maintenance easier.
5.1

FRoDO: THE ARCHITECTURE

Key Generator
Key Generator
Crypto Element

Identity
element

Crypto Element
Coin Selector
Coin Registers

Coin
element

Erasable PUF
Coin Reconstructor

Tamper evident element built upon PUFs

Fig. 5: FRoDO main architecture.
As depicted in Figure 5, the architecture of FRoDO is composed of two main elements: an identity element and a coin
element. The coin element can be any hardware built upon a
physical unclonable function (such as an SD card or a USB drive)
and it is used to read digital coins in a trusted way. The identity
element has to be embedded into the customer device (such as a
secure element) and it is used to tie a specific coin element to a
specific device.
This new design provides a two factor authentication to the
customer. In fact, the relationship between a coin element and an
identity element prevents an attacker from stealing coin elements
that belong to other users. A specific coin element can be read
only by a specific identity element (i.e. by a specific device).
Furthermore, this approach still provides anonymous transactions
as each identity element is tied to a device and not to a user.
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Cryptographic
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Coin 1 Coin 2 ... Coin n
Helper Helper
Helper

Coin Reconstructor

Coin Registers

Coin 1 Coin 2 ... Coin n
Seed Seed
Seed

Coin Registers
Tamper evident element built upon PUFs

Fig. 6: Coin element architecture.

The whole FRoDO architecture can be decomposed as follows:
• Identity Element:
– Key Generator: used to compute on-the-fly the private key
of the identity element;
– Cryptographic Element: used for symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic algorithms applied to data received in
input and sent as output by the identity element;
• Coin Element:
– Key Generator: used to compute on-the-fly the private key
of the coin element;
– Cryptographic Element: used for symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic algorithms applied to data received in
input and send as output by the coin element;
– Coin Selector: is responsible for the selection of the right
registers used together with the output value computed by
the coin element PUF in order to obtain the final coin
value;
– Coin Registers: used to store both PUF input and output
values required to reconstruct original coin values. Coin
registers contain coin seed and coin helper data. Coin seeds
are used as input to the PUF whilst coin helpers are used
in order to reconstruct stable coin values when the PUF is
challenged;
– Erasable PUF [30]: is a read-once PUF [30]. After the first
challenge, even if the same input is used, the output will
be random;
– Coin Reconstructor: responsible to use the output coming
from the PUF together with a coin helper in order to
reconstruct the original value of the coin. The reconstructor
uses helper data stored into coin registers to extract the
original output from the PUF.
Both the identity element and the coin element are built upon
physically unclonable functions. As such, both of them inherits
the following features:
• Clone Resiliency: it must be extremely hard to physically
clone a strong PUF, i.e. to build another system which has
the same challenge-response behavior as the original PUF.
This restriction must hold even for the original manufacturer
of the PUF;
• Emulation Resiliency: due to the very large number of
possible challenges and the PUF’s finite read-out rate, a
complete measurement of all challenge-response pairs (for
short, CRPs) within a limited time frame must be extremely
hard to achieve;
• Unpredictability: it must be difficult to numerically predict

the response of a strong PUF to a randomly selected challenge even if many other challenge-response pairs are known.
In the remainder of this section, each element of FRoDO will
be described. Further, in Section 5.2 the transaction protocol will
be depicted.
5.1.1

KEY GENERATOR

As depicted in Figure 5, the key generator element is used both
within the identity element and within the coin element. The main
responsibility of such an element is to compute on-the-fly the
private key. Such keys are used by the cryptographic elements
to decrypt the requests and encrypt the replies.
PUFs have been used in FRoDO to implement strong
challenge-response authentication. In particular, multiple physical
unclonable functions are used to authenticate both the identity
element and the coin element and last, but not least, to allow them
to interact in a secure way (as described in Section 5.2).
In order to compute each private key, a publicly known ID
(respectively the identity element ID and the coin element ID)
is used as input to the PUF. Thus, both the identity and the
coin element are shipped with such a hard-coded ID signed by
the element issuer in order to avoid forgery attacks. This allows
the customer to broadcast the public key of both the identity
and the coin element to vendors that are not required to know
all the public keys of all the active identity/coin elements in
the world. Furthermore, as detailed in Section 5.2, vendors can
encrypt payment requests with public keys of the customer’s
device identity element, thus ensuring that such requests will be
read only by that customer.
However, given a fixed input, PUFs can produce a response
that is unique to the manufacturing instance of the PUF circuit
but that is not bitwise-identical when reiterated multiple times.
As such, in order to use PUFs in algorithms where stable values
are required, an intermediate step is needed. This problem is
usually faced in cryptographic algorithms (known as ”secret key
extraction”) [31]. It can be solved using a two-steps algorithm.
In the first step the PUF is challenged, thus producing an output
together with some additional information called helper data. In
the second step, the helper data is used to extract the same output
as in the first step thus making the PUF able to build stable values.
It is also possible to construct a two-steps algorithm guaranteeing
that the computed value is perfectly secret, even if the helper data
is publicly known. Practical instances of such kind of algorithm
have been proposed in [32] and the cost of actual implementations
thereof is assessed in [33].
While this approach is feasible for the coin element that is
based upon an erasable PUF (see Section 5.1.2), this is not feasible
for the identity element. In fact, storing PUF helper data within
the device could allow an attacker to reconstruct the private key of
the device. However, a number of solutions [34], [35], [36] have
been proposed to correct PUF output on-the-fly thus allowing the
generation of stable secret values within the device, without the
need of any helper data. FRoDO adopts a similar approach by
using a lightweight error correction algorithm (see Figure 7) to
generate stable cryptographic keys from PUFs within both the
identity element and the coin element.
The basic 64-sum PUF block firstly introduced in [36] measures the difference between two delay terms, each produced by
the sum of 64 PUF values. Then, given a challenge, its ith bit
(called Ci ) determines, for each of the 64 stages, which PUF is
used to compute the top delay term, and which one is used to
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PUF challenge
C1

PUF0 + PUF2

C63

...

Selected PUF
sum

...

Selected PUF
sum

+... + PUF126

PUF1 + PUF3 +... + PUF127

PUF response

C0

Tamper evident element built upon PUFs

Fig. 7: Stable PUF-based private keys generation.
compute the bottom delay term. The sign bit of the difference
between the two delay terms determines whether the PUF outputs
a 1 or a 0 bit-value for the 64-bit challenge C0 · · ·C63 . The
remaining bits of the difference determine the confidence level
of the 1 or the 0 output bit. The k-sum PUF can be thought of as
a k-stage Arbiter PUF [37] with a real-valued output that contains
both the output bit as well as its confidence level. This information
is then used by the downstream lightweight error correction block
that is able to output a stable value.
By using such on-the-fly stable value generation process, the
identity/coin element private keys are not stored anywhere within
the customer device. Hence, they are much better protected from
attackers trying to steal them (see also Section 6.3).
5.1.2

ERASABLE COINS

At the heart of FRoDO proposal lies a read-once strong physical
unclonable function [30]. Such PUF, used to compute on-the-fly
each coin, has the property that reading one value destroys the
original content by changing the behavior of the PUF that will
response with random data in further challenges.

value of the coin. The scheme of a coin reconstruction is given
in Figure 9. Coin raw data is first encrypted by the bank with its
private key and then modified in order to create a chunk of bytes
that are written into the coin seed register. Further, helper data are
written in the coin helper register in order to provide stable PUF
output [33]. The coin seed register is then used at transaction time
to challenge the erasable PUF. The obtained response is combined
with the coin helper register data in order to obtain the original
encrypted coin again. Finally, as depicted in Figure 9, the original
coin data is computed using the public key of the bank.
Last but not least, FRoDO does not rely on any specific number
or type of coins. As such, it can work with coin elements of any
size and with any number of coins.
Coin: (Value,Timestamp,Owner,etc)
0100111010010101010
1. encrypted with the bank private key
0110101100010111110
2. modified such that when used as input
to the PUF re-produces the value of step 1
1010100000010101101

3. written into the card

4. PUF challenged
Helper data
(needed for a stable
reconstruction of the coin)
1010001011010101001

Coin
helper
register

Coin Registers

+
0110101100010111110
Decrypted with the bank public key

Coin value

Coin Reconstructor

Coin Selector

Coin request

Erasable-PUF

3. written in the card

Coin 1 Coin 2 ... Coin n
Seed
Seed
Seed

Erasable PUF

Coin
seed
register

Coin: (Value,Timestamp,Owner,etc)

Fig. 9: Coin reconstruction

Coin Registers

Coin 1 Coin 2 ... Coin n
Helper Helper
Helper

5.2
Tamper evident element built upon PUFs

Fig. 8: Coin reconstruction based on an erasable strong PUF.
FRoDO is not tied to any specific digital coin format. Furthermore, it does not directly write digital coins within the customer’s
coin element but uses special hardware to reconstruct them on-thefly when needed. As depicted in Figure 8, vendor’s coin requests
do not contain the erasable-PUF challenge by themselves, but
they are used as input to the coin selector. This latter one has
information about available funds for each register and it has the
burden of selecting the coin registers (one or more) that will be
involved in the transaction. The selected coin seed register is then
used as input to the erasable PUF, while the coin helper register
is combined to the PUF output in order to reconstruct the final

FRoDO: THE PROTOCOL

This section describes the payment protocol being used in FRoDO.
For completeness’ sake, the Transaction Dispute and the Redemption phases will be introduced in this section, even though they are
not part of the payment procedure (composed of the Pairing and
of the Payment phases).
5.2.1

PAIRING PHASE

FRoDO relies on standard pairing protocols such as the Bluetooth
passkey entry simple pairing process (for short, SPP) [38]. At the
end of the pairing protocol, both the customer and vendor devices
will share their public keys that will be used for message integrity
and authenticity. Furthermore, in order to avoid brute force pairing
attacks during the pairing phase, FRoDO adopts a “fail-to-ban”
approach. If fraudsters consecutively fail to perform the pairing,
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Symbol
Enc()/Dec()
Enc()/Dec()
Salt
IePK
IeSK
CePK
CeSK
BPK
BSK
VPK
VSK

Meaning
Symmetric encryption/decryption
Asymmetric encryption/decryption
Salt value
Identity element public key
Identity element secret (private) key
Coin element public key
Coin element secret (private) key
Bank/Element Issuer public key
Bank/Element Issuers secret (private) key
Vendor public key
Vendor secret (private) key

TABLE 3: Symbols used in the transaction protocol

their pairing future requests will be automatically banned (i.e.
dropped) by the vendor for a given time-frame, usually 20 or 30
seconds. If the number of consecutive bans reaches a security
threshold value, the vendor can decide to blacklist the customer.
To simplify exposition, all the encryption operations involved
in the Bluetooth SPP protocol and used in the FRoDO pairing process will be omitted here as they refer to standardized protocols.
5.2.2

PAYMENT PHASE

For the sake of clarity and completeness, the FRoDO payment
protocol will be described from two different points of view. From
the first one (depicted in Figure 10 where by Enc(X,Y1 ,· · · ,Yn )
we mean that data Y1 · · ·Yn is encrypted using key X), messages
exchanged between the vendor and the customer device will be
described. Then, from the second one (depicted in Figure 11),
customer device internal messages exchanged between the identity
element and the coin element will be described.
The protocol depicted in Figure 10 is composed of the following steps (symbols in Table 3):
1) The customer sends a purchase request to the vendor asking
for some goods;
2) The vendor first creates a random salt value. Then, it encrypts
the coin request three times. The first time with the salt itself.
The second time with the public key of the identity element
(i.e. the public key of the customer device that is going to
receive this request), and the last time with the private key of
the vendor itself. Thus, operations performed by the vendor
are the following:
EncSalt (Req) = CReq

(1)

EncIePK (CReq, Salt) = EncReq

(2)

EncV SK (EncReq) = PrivateReq

(3)

3) Once the private request has been built, it is sent to the
customer;
4) When the customer receives such a request, first the private
key of the identity element is computed by the identity element key generator. Then, all the encryption layers computed
by the vendor are removed. As such, the customer computes
three decryption operations. The first one with the public key
of the vendor. The second one with the private key of the
identity element and the last one with the salt value. Details
follow:
DecV PK (PrivateReq) = EncReq

(4)

Fig. 10: Protocol between the vendor and the customer device.

DecIeSK (EncReq) = (CReq, Salt)

(5)

DecSalt (CReq) = Req

(6)

5) Once the coin request is in plain-text, the value of the coin
is retrieved from the coin element (as depicted in Figure 11).
Then, such a value computed by the erasable PUF and the
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coin reconstructor is first encrypted with the salt, then with
the private key of the identity element (in order to prove the
authenticity of the response) and at the end with the public
key of the vendor – to ensure that only the right vendor device
can decrypt it. That is:
EncSalt (CoinValue) = CValue

(7)

EncIeSK (CValue) = EncValue

(8)

EncV PK (EncValue) = PrivateResponse

(9)

6) When the vendor finally receives the PrivateResponse, the
last step only requires the coin just read to be validated.
Then, the whole payment transaction can be authorized and
committed.
Main steps are as follows: first, the received response is
decrypted with the private key of the vendor. Secondly, the
obtained value is decrypted with the public key of the identity
element. Then, the salt is used to obtain the value read from
the erasable PUF. As a final step, the public key of the
bank/coin element issuer is used to decrypt the CoinValue
that was encrypted (at manufacturing time) by the bank/coin
element issuer, with its private key. This way, it is possible
to obtain and verify the raw coin data built by the bank/card
issuer.
DecV PK (PrivateResponse) = EncValue

(10)

DecIePK (EncValue) = CValue

(11)

DecSalt (CValue) = CoinValue

(12)

DecBPK (CoinValue) = RawValue

(13)

7) If the raw value of the just read coin is correct, a new entry
is stored in the storage device of the vendor after being
encrypted with the vendor’s private key. It is important to
stress that the CoinValue value is not a raw representation
of the coin, but it is encrypted at manufacturing time by the
bank with its private key. This means that it is not possible to
forge digital coins (see also Section 6.2). Indeed, the whole
transaction will be validated if and only if the decryption of
the CoinValue with the public key of the bank is successful.
Now that all messages exchanged between the customer and
the vendor device have been introduced, it is possible to show how
the identity and the coin elements interact:
1) Once the identity element has decrypted the coin request
received by the vendor, it has to start a customer device
internal protocol that allows the identity element to read
a coin from the coin element. The first operation is the
encryption of the coin request with the private key of the
identity element. This provides authenticity for the message
that will be received by the coin element. Then, such a private
request (for short, PrReq) is encrypted with the public key of
the coin element in order to mitigate Man in The Middle (for
short, MITM) attacks between the identity element and the
coin element:
(14)
EncIeSK (Req) = PrReq
EncCePK (PrReq) = SecureRequest

(15)

2) The newly encrypted coin request is sent to the coin element;

3) Once the coin request is received by the coin element, the
first operation is the retrieval of the private key of the coin
element. As for the identity element, the coin element uses
its embedded ID as a challenge to the PUF that will response
with the private key as output;
4) When the private key of the coin element has been computed,
it is possible to first decrypt the request received by the
identity element and then decrypt the obtained output using
the public key of the identity element. This ensures message
authenticity and integrity:
DecCeSK (SecureRequest) = PrReq

(16)

DecIePK (PrReq) = Req

(17)

5) Such a request is then used to challenge the erasable PUF
embedded into the coin element, as described in Section
5.1.2. All the involved operations are as follow (see Figure
11):
SelectCoinSeed(Req) = PUFChallenge

(18)

ReadCoin(PUFChallenge) = PartialCoin

(19)

Reconstruct(PartialCoin,CoinHel per) = CoinValue (20)
6) The coin value has now to be encrypted twice. The first
encryption layer is needed in order to prove the authenticity
of the coin. The second encryption layer is needed such that
only the right identity element will be able to read it:
EncCeSK (CoinValue) = EncCoin

(21)

EncIePK (EncCoin) = FinalCoin

(22)

7) When the encrypted coin has been received by the identity
element, these two encryption layers are removed:
DecIeSK (FinalCoin) = EncCoin

(23)

DecCePK (EncCoin) = CoinValue

(24)

8) Now the identity element has the coin value read from the
erasable PUF. In order to complete the transaction, this value
will be sent back to the vendor device as shown in the
previous description of the protocol (see Figure 10).
If all the steps are accomplished without errors the transaction
is authorized and the purchase is allowed. It is important to
highlight that FRoDO has been designed as a secure and reliable
encapsulation scheme rather than as an e-cash system. As such,
problems affecting digital currencies, such as digital change, are
beyond the scope of the proposed solution.
5.2.3

TRANSACTION DISPUTE

Due to its fully off-line nature, FRoDO does not provide any
transaction dispute protocol. Such an off-line dispute could be exploited by fraudsters or malicious vendors by injecting fake faults
in the transaction or by altering past transactions. To prevent this
possibility, direct off-line disputes between vendors and customers
are avoided. However, since FRoDO is able to provide an on-line
redemption phase (see Section 5.2.4), each off-line transaction can
be verified by the bank/card issuer at a later time. This renders a
fake transaction dispute attempt too risky and unfeasible to both
fraudsters and malicious vendors.
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other cryptographic currencies, the proposed protocol is only responsible for the creation and validation of payment transactions.
Once the transaction and all the coins associated with it have been
verified, the way such coins will be further spent/redeemed by the
vendor is beyond the scope of the proposed protocol. The same is
true for bitcoins where the proof of work algorithm is only used
to verify the transaction rather than the way bitcoins are spent. As
such, security and reliability aspects of the redemption phase will
not be discussed here as their study is beyond the scope of this
work.

Fig. 11: Protocol between the identity and the coin element.

5.2.4

REDEMPTION PHASE

FRoDO digital coins have been designed as containers able to
represent and to contain real (digital) money. As such, each vendor
can verify them without the help of any TTP as shown in this
section. Once the off-line transaction has been completed, the
vendor owns one or more digital coins. Such coins are encrypted
by the bank/card issuer at manufacturing time and, as such, they
can be verified at any time using the public key of the bank/card
issuer. If coins prove to be authentic, the vendor can use them
either to send them back to the bank/card issuer in exchange
for real money or as other digital currencies. In this latter case,
the coins will be broadcast over the network depending on the
payment scheme being used (a possible example is the Bitcoin
network).
It is important to highlight that, as described above, each
FRoDO payment transaction just needs the pairing and the payment phases in order to be accomplished. In fact, as in many

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section the robustness of FRoDO is discussed. FRoDO uses
both symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic primitives in order
to guarantee the following security principles:
• Authenticity: it is guaranteed in FRoDO by the on-the-fly
computation of private keys. In fact, both the identity and
the coin element use the key generator to compute their
private key needed to encrypt and decrypt all the messages
exchanged in the protocol. Furthermore, each public key used
by both the vendor and the identity/coin element is signed by
the bank. As such, its authenticity can always be verified by
the vendor;
• Non-Repudiation: the storage device that is kept physically
safe by the vendor prevents the adversary from being able
to delete past transactions, thus protecting against malicious
repudiation requests. Furthermore, the content of the storage
device can be backed up and exported to a secondary equipment, such as pen drives, in order to make it even harder for
an adversary to tamper with the transaction history;
• Integrity: it is ensured with the encryption of each digital
coin by the bank or identity/coin element issuer. Coin seeds
and coin helpers are written into the coin element registers by
either the bank or coin element issuer such that the final coin
value given as output corresponds to an encrypted version of
the real digital coin. As such, by using the public key of the
bank or identity/coin element issuer, it is always possible to
verify the integrity of each coin. Furthermore, the integrity
of each message exchanged in the protocol is provided as
well. In fact, both the identity and the coin element use their
private/public keys. The private key is not stored anywhere
within the identity/coin element but it is computed each time
as needed;
• Confidentiality: both the communications between the customer and the vendor and those between the identity element
and the coin element leverage asymmetric encryption primitives to achieve message confidentiality (details in figures 10
and 11);
• Availability: the availability of the proposed solution is guaranteed mainly by the fully off-line scenario that completely
removes any type of external communication requirement and
makes it possible to use off-line digital coins also in extreme
situations with no network coverage. Furthermore, the lack
of any registration or withdrawal phase, makes FRoDO able
to be used by different devices.
As in [8], [47], FRoDO shares the assumption that each
element built on top of a PUF is tamper-evident. This assumption
is based on the size of nowadays integrated circuits (for short, IC)
and on the impossibility for a casual attacker to open the device
without causing an alteration in PUF behavior. This assumption is
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Solution / Resiliency

Data in Transit

Off-line NFC payments with electronic vouchers [39]
An anonymous fair off-line micro-payments scheme [40]
Robust m-commerce payment system [41]
Fair offline digital content transaction system [42]
Improved off-line electronic cash scheme [18]
User efficient recoverable off-line e-cash [43]
Off-line electronic cash scheme [44]
Reliable offline secure payment in mobile Commerce [45]
Providing security for e-wallet using e-cheque [46]
Efficient and practical fair buyer-anonymity exchange scheme [16]
Fully off-line secure credits for mobile micro-payments [8]
FRoDO- Fraud Resilient Device for Off-line micro-payments

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Data at Rest

Data in Memory

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"

"

TABLE 4: Data breach resiliency.

no longer valid if an expert attacker with access to highly sophisticated and expensive tools, such as scanning electron microscopes
or focused ion beams, is taken into account. However, such tools
can cost thousands of dollars and applying this kind of attack
on each single device to steal a few dollars does not provide an
incentive to attack the system.

•

•

6.1

BLACKLISTS

As detailed in Section 5.1, FRoDO uses two different elements:
an identity element and a coin element, in order to improve the
security of the whole payment system (see Figure 12). In fact,
the vendor device does not directly communicate with the coin
element but has to go through the identity element. On the one
hand this allows either the bank or the coin element issuer to
design all the digital coins belong to a specific coin element to
be read only by a certain identity element, i.e. by a specific user.
This means that even though the coin element is lost or it is stolen
by an attacker, such element will not work without the associated
identity element. As such, the identity element can be considered
as a second factor aimed at improving the security of customer
coins.
On the other hand, the identity element can be used to fight
against attackers as well. In fact, as depicted in Figure 12, if an
identity element is considered malicious and is blacklisted, no
matter what is the device used by the user, any coin will not be
accepted and processed by the vendor.

•

•

•

•

6.2

ATTACK MITIGATION

In this section, the resiliency of FRoDO to the attacks listed in
Section 4 is discussed:
• Double Spending: the read-once property of the erasable
PUF [30] used in this solution prevents an attacker from
computing the same coin twice. Even if a malicious customer
creates a fake vendor device and reads all the coins, it will
not be able to spend any of these coins due to the inability
to decrypt the request of other vendors (see the payment
protocol in Section 5.2). Indeed, as described in Section
5.1, the private keys of both the identity and coin elements
are needed to decrypt the request of the vendor and can be
computed only within the customer device. The fake vendor
could then try to forge a new emulated identity/coin element
with private/public key pair. However, identity/coin element

•

•

public keys are valid only if signed by the bank. As such, any
message received by an unconfirmed identity/coin element
will be immediately rejected;
Coin Forgery: each coin is encrypted by either the bank
or the coin element issuer and thus it is not possible for an
attacker to forge new coins;
Emulation: physical unclonable functions, by design, can be
neither dumped nor forged, either in hardware or software.
Responses computed by emulated/fake PUFs will be different
from the original ones;
Postponed Transaction: the only way to understand data
obtained as output from the identity/coin element is by having
access to their private key. However, physically opening these
elements will alter their PUFs behavior thus invalidating the
elements itself. However, no information is kept within the
elements, either in plain-text or in the encrypted form. As
such, an attacker will not be able to steal any information;
Information Stealing: the private key of each element is
computed on-the-fly as needed. No sensitive information is
kept in either the identity or the coin element. Coin seeds and
coin helpers do not provide by themselves any information
about coins and physical access to the hardware will cause
the PUFs to change their behavior as already described in
Section 5.1;
Replay: each transaction, even if related to the same coin, is
different due to the random salt generated each time by the
vendor;
Man In the Middle: digital coins are encrypted by either
the bank or the coin element issuer and contain, among all
other things, the ID of the coin element. Furthermore, as
in FRoDO digital coins are computed at run-time rather than
being written into the memory, an attacker cannot dump coins
from another customers. Last but not least, an attacker cannot
pretend to be another customer with a different ID because it
will not be able to compute his private key;
Reverse Engineering: by design, any attempt to tweak
and steal any useful information from either the identity or
the coin element will alter the behavior of the PUFs thus
rendering the elements no longer usable;
Denial of Services: FRoDO uses an initial pairing process.
Such step cannot be accomplished by an attacker as it requires a security code to be manually typed on the customer’s
device. As such, DoS and DDoS attacks are mitigated. Even
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PoS

PoS

Attacker

Attacker

(a) The lack of an identity element allows an attacker
to play with scratch cards as much as he wants since
malicious operations only affect the single scratch card.

(b) The identity element in FRoDO allows attackers or
malicious users to be blacklisted, rendering their coin
element unavailable for future transactions.

Fig. 12: Attacks over the coin element

•

•

•

if the attacker is a malicious vendor, each transaction has to
be confirmed by the customer thus preventing batch attacks
where either the identity or the coin element are repeatedly
challenged;
HW Modification: again, by design, it is not possible for
an attacker to either add or modify or remove any element
belonging to either the identity or the coin element without
changing its behavior;
HW Eavesdropping: solutions have been proposed in the
literature that use photon counting APD modules and photon
emission microscope with InGaAs image sensors together
with Focused Ion Beam (for short, FIB) systems in order
to locate faults within integrated circuits [48]. However, as
explained in Section 6.4, we consider this kind of attack an
overkill;
Repudiation: FRoDO does not provide a transaction dispute
protocol phase. However, while the payment transaction is
accomplished in a fully off-line scenario, any additional
operation is accomplished on-line. In this way, the customer
cannot repudiate a valid transaction (the log entry for that
transaction will be notified on-line by the vendor) and the
same applies for the vendor (a repudiated valid transaction
cannot be spent).

So far, FRoDO resiliency to the attacks introduced in Section
4 has been shown. Next, other considerations are shared based on
the different attacker models introduced in Section 4:
•

•

•

Malicious Customer: as shown at the beginning of this
section, forgery, dump, and reply attacks are mitigated by
design;
Malicious Vendor: the only feasible attack for a malicious
vendor is the deletion of past transaction entries from the
storage device. However, this is not possible as the storage
device is assumed to be kept physically secure by the vendor;
Ubiquitous: the smarter attack that can be unleashed by such
an attacker is the stealing of information from each device
involved in the transaction. However, as described later in
this section, FRoDO proved to be resilient to data breaches.

The robustness of FRoDO is based on the on-the-fly hardwarebased reconstruction of each value used in the protocol. In fact,
both the private keys of the identity and the coin elements as
well as the value of each digital coin are always computed onthe-fly and on hardware. This avoid the usage of any storage
or memory thus providing a complete resiliency to all the data
breaches described in Section 6.3.

6.3

DATA BREACH RESILIENCY

As already introduced in Section 4, off-line PoS are usually
attacked to steal private and sensitive customer’s information.
However, devices belonging to a PoS system are usually kept
physically and digitally secure. As such, attacks against PoS
systems in mature environments are typically multi-staged (see
also Section 3). Furthermore, as the scenario is off-line, there is
no direct connection to the external world. As such, stolen data has
to be kept hidden within the PoS system waiting for the attacker
to collect them.
The scenario is completely different for mobile payment systems where the customer’s device itself is used as input device.
Common examples are smartphones used as credit card reader
or as digital wallet [3]. In this new scenario, all the attacks
that have been introduced in Section 4 are even more dreadful,
since customer devices, such as smartphones, are continuously
threatened by cyber-attacks. This means that an attacker does not
need anymore to infiltrate and traverse the PoS system. He just
needs to compromise the device or use forensic tools [49] in order
to steal credit card information and keep them hidden within the
device itself, ready for an exfiltration. As such, a new approach is
required that does not make assumption on the trustworthiness of
all the involved devices and that also keeps sensitive data protected
against all the attacks listed in Section 4.
Nowadays, many different off-line secure payment schemes
have been proposed such as [39], [45], and [18]. These solutions
try to guarantee basic security requirements such as double spending resiliency, coin forgery resiliency, and transaction anonymity.
However, regardless of the trustworthiness assumptions they
make, all of them completely lack a data breach analysis. In fact,
as shown in Table 4, they suffer from both data at rest and data
in memory vulnerabilities. This is mainly due to the fact that,
to the best of our knowledge, all current off-line solutions adopt
a withdrawal phase. In such a phase, tokens are pre-computed
and pre-cached within the device. Later, during the payment
protocol, such tokens will be used as a proof, to authorize the
payment process in a way that the vendor can validate, even
without connecting to an external bank, i.e. off-line. However,
the pre-caching of these tokens allows an attacker to extract them
from the customer device and use them for subsequent activities.
Furthermore, even for those off-line solutions that do not make
use of withdrawal procedures [8], persistent memories are still
needed either to store or to reconstruct digital coins at run-time.
As such, even though they are considered overkill for casual
attackers, exposure to attacks based on the exploitation of data
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breaches renders those solutions vulnerable to data at rest and
data in memory vulnerabilities.
FRoDO architecture has been designed to be immune from
any data vulnerability. All the information required in the payment
protocol such as private keys or digital coins is computed on-thefly and is never stored anywhere within the device thus mitigating
data at rest breaches. Furthermore, any value required during the
payment process is directly computed in hardware by challenging
PUFs. As such, all the data are never going to be loaded into the
device memory thus mitigating also data in memory breaches.
6.4

PHYSICAL ACCESS PROTECTION

As regards physical attacks to PUFs, Integrated Circuits (ICs) and
hardware in general, some relevant results are discussed in [50]
and [47]. The first one aims at protecting IC integrity as each
manufactured IC is rendered inoperative unless a unique per-chip
unlocking key is applied. After manufacturing, the response of
each chip to specially generated test vectors is used to construct
the correct per-chip unlocking key. As concerns [47], Choi and
Kim aimed to protect the keys inside TPMs using a PUF. In
fact, when the keys are stored in memory and when they are
moved through the bus, their value is changed with the PUF, thus
rendering eavesdropping out of the PUF IC useless. When the keys
are needed for the cryptographic module, they are retrieved from
outside the PUF IC and decrypted by the same PUF. However,
the values of the keys could be revealed through side-channel
attacks, e.g. non-invasive forms of physical attack measuring
timings, power consumption, and electromagnetic radiation. Most
cryptographic modules are known to be vulnerable to side-channel
attacks, and these attacks would be effective against the TPM;
thus, countermeasures against side-channel attacks are necessary.
As such, the problem of limiting data access in a physical
device is extremely difficult. Attacks that try to infer information
from a device can be categorized as passive or intrusive attacks.
In passive attacks the system interface is probed for either timing
or electrical differences. In intrusive attacks the attacker is able
to breach the physical boundary of the package and can scan,
probe or alter the hardware itself. Passive attacks can be further
subdivided into powered and un-powered attacks. In powered
attacks the device is monitored while running whilst in unpowered attacks, information is extracted from the device while
the hardware is not powered on.
In FRoDO digital coins are directly computed in hardware by
challenging the erasable PUF rather than being built in software.
As such, no memory is involved in the reconstruction process. This
mitigates the chances of un-powered attacks. Whereas, stealing
information on-the-fly at run-time would require extremely expensive instrumentation. Thus, our countermeasure mitigates also
any chance of a powered attack as the cost of such instrumentation
will be beyond the relatively small amount of money that can be
stored in a coin element.
6.5

As such, no custom key rollover protocol has been designed in
FRoDO.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced FRoDO that is, to the best of
our knowledge, the first data-breach-resilient fully off-line micropayment approach. The security analysis shows that FRoDO does
not impose trustworthiness assumptions. Further, FRoDO is also
the first solution in the literature where no customer device data
attacks can be exploited to compromise the system. This has been
achieved mainly by leveraging a novel erasable PUF architecture
and a novel protocol design. Furthermore, our proposal has been
thoroughly discussed and compared against the state of the art.
Our analysis shows that FRoDO is the only proposal that enjoys
all the properties required to a secure micro-payment solution,
while also introducing flexibility when considering the payment
medium (types of digital coins). Finally, some open issues have
been identified that are left as future work. In particular, we are
investigating the possibility to allow digital change to be spent
over multiple off-line transactions while maintaining the same
level of security and usability.
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